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songs by analyzing recorded audio. In this project, we trained a
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classifier. We choose the RBF kernel, which is well known in

sets of orchestral musical sounds are presented, and the neural

input size to 30. The output layer uses

Signal Processing as a tool to smooth the data.

nets will recognize what instruments they are. In addition, we also

softmax function to give us the prediction in

compare the neural network model with classification algorithms

8 types of music instrument sources.

hyper-parameters) with a parameter grid to find the best SVM

Where y is the predicted probability distribution, and y′ is
the true distribution (the one-hot instrument labels).

Optimization Function

implemented with Support Vector Machines as the approach to
validate our method.

Instead of using the simple Gradient Descent optimization

The RBF kernel on two samples x and x', represented as feature

method, we use Tensorflow’s AdamOptimizer, which is

vectors in the input space.

implemented according to Diederik Kingma and Jimmy Ba’s
The dataset used in our project is

Adam algorithm to control the learning rate. Adam offers

from London Philharmonic Orchestra

several advantages over the simple Gradient Descent

sound samples, which contain certain

Optimizer. Foremost is that it uses moving averages of the

notes played by eight instruments with

parameters (momentum). The figure on the left shows the

different playing techniques. We performed the following

curve of the cross-entropy versus training iterations with

preprocessing to make training datasets:
Cross-entropy versus training iterations with learning rate 0.001.

Fast Fourier
Transform

learning rate 0.001.

Frequency Spectrum Partition

Training and Result

Table: Results based on SVM model

Partition - frequency
spectrum is divided into
ranges of frequencies. We
have 50 sections for each
data sample.

With techniques introduced in Tensorflow Neural
Network section, high recognition accuracy was
achieved. It is noticeable that Dataset #2 has lower accuracy than
#1 because frequency features above 900Hz were filtered out,
lowering sound quality of original samples. Dataset #3 generates

Dataset #1: Keep raw data, but partition the frequency spectra
with 50 sections in order to get 50 features.

We train our model with three datasets with 20-20-60 split on the test set,

Dataset #1: Weights-Training Histogram for the hidden layer

Dataset #1: Weights-Training Histogram for the prediction layer

lowest accuracy and higher error rate among three datasets

validation set and training set. The result shows that the raw data with 50

because decay, sustain, and release of an instrument clip, which

sections gives the best result.

Dataset #2: Based on Dataset #1, we use a Lowpass Filter with

are essential parts of a timbre, were cut off and thus Dataset #3

cutoff frequency at 900Hz to filter all frequency components

lacks significant portion of time domain features.

above 900Hz for all raw data.
Dataset #3: Extract attack of each sample, by finding the onset

In addition, another trial has partitioned data into 200 sections,

point where this energy was 10 dB over the signal average

yielding 200 features. However, accuracy on such dataset are

(attack period has a fixed transient length 80 ms). Then partition

very low. This is because of overfitting of features that generates

each attack sample into 50 sections to get 50 features.

an inferior predictor.
Dataset #1: Training-error / Validation-error versus Iterations curve
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Dataset #1: Bias-Training Histogram for the hidden layer

Dataset #1: Bias-Training Histogram for the prediction layer
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